This Is Not A Pre-Glue

1. Cut dice out with sharp scissors, cutting only along the outside edges.
2. Fold all panels away from numbered faces, and apply a touch of glue where indicated. The glued panel tucks in under the far edge of the "A" face.
3. Roll and play. paper toys are fun toys!

SNOOT is a Mifubok "Firefly" Transport, standard radion-scooterator core, class code 05-419. It features a number of improvements over earlier models, notably the extenders on the "wings" of the ship to separate the rotating VTVL ion jets further from the main body of the craft (which both keep the ship from shaking as much and allow for two shuttle bays to be built into the design). Also, this 05 version of the Firefly is notably longer, with an extended "neck", longer body, and generally roomier interior. (It still uses the reliable Trace Compression Block engine, though -- there's no shoddy Gertsler in a Firefly.)